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ABSTRACT: An attempt to optimize the allocation of goods in a warehouse is the subject of this 
paper. The goal function of established linear programming model reflects the amount of work 
needed to compile ordered goods in the process of order picking. The goal function takes into 
consideration, respectively, measuring the distance between located goods and positions of their 
compilation, as well as, the time norrns for the interna! transportation. The described model is based 
on the practical example. Computer program AIMMS was used to solve the presented problem. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Companies constantly seek new management concepts in order to be competitive in the dynamic 
business environment. In the past few years an attention was given to the logistic idea of management 
which is based on the complex analysis of the goods and inforrnation flow. The logistic system 
describes it as a route on which the products travel from the supplier to the user. A detail recognition 
of peculiarity of commodities movement between different elements of logistic chain allows us to 
pian and optimize specific stages of this flow. In the modem logistic system every goods 
manipulation. is verified at the stage of designing. Same small. movements of goods, even for short 
distances, which are usually made in the grounds of one building (plant, warehouse), and between an 
object and the transport interrnediary [2], are starting to pláy very significant role. The optima! 
allocation of goods at a given space allows to fully exploit the limited capacity of the object, and 
reduce the number of m�nipulation with a given product. Logistic managers supervise the warehouse 
in a manner which enables them to make the most of the avai_lable space. They also want to have the 
compiled goods easily accessible and secure. For this reason the space designed for storing is not 
only treated as an area with different dimensions, but, first and foremost, as a place which provides 
proper conditions for goods storage through a period oftime. [6, p. 1-5]. 
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE REASERCH PROBLEM 
The analyzed problem is related to the warehouse of a company which produces refrigerators. Iťs 
a warehouse which main functions are limited to: receiving, storing, cómpiling, and sending goods. 
The scheme of the warehouse is presented in the figure I. 
Refrigeratorsrare directly collected from the production line. In one row there can only be one 
type of refrigerator. Rows with fridges are grouped in special zanes designed for storing. ln the 
warehouse there are 44 rows which can contain 2112 refrigerators. The company produces 15 types 
of refrigerators which are packed in the same kind of packaging. This factor is significant and it 
facilitates the creation of optimization model as all products occupy the same amount of space in the 
storing area. Apart from places designed for storing, the warehouse has got three places for goods 
compilation, called docks. They are of the same size: 6 meters wide, 12 meters Jong. ln the docks 
fridges, which are for sending, are put. ln this place the truck, which drives up to the gate ofthe dock, 
is also loaded. Thé spots for goods compilation, production line, and places for storing goods are 
separated from one another by passageways which are 6 meters wide. Table I. represents the distance 
between the production line, the centres of every row, and docks. 
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